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â€œIf I keep getting shot, how will I ever survive?â€•  Bob Reiniger realizes heâ€™s never getting

home; not back to his old home at least. No Where is home for nowâ€¦and maybe forever.  Surviving

his first winter alone, his life moves forward. All around him are signs of the apocalypse. Though

here in northern Michigan, those signs are the absence of everything that formerly existed:

Workings cars, computers, cell phones, decent people. New friends join old (Lettie, Dizzy, Marge,

Violet, and Nate). New enemies arrive and steal what they can. Illness creeps in at the worst

possible time, forcing Bob to strike out to make a deal with people he doesnâ€™t trust.  And in the

end, at the lowest point of his life, tragedy strikes and Bob must find the will to Surviveâ€¦here in No

Where. His Home!
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This series is a little different. It features a clueless non-prepper who is caught up in some sort of

EMP event and his trials and tribulations as he slowly, very slowly acquires the necessary skills to

survive. Quite a change of pace from the usual superhero who is a dead shot from the get-go and

has an arsenal of weapons, plus food and water, with back up to survive for at least ten years. This



schlub only has a large supply of whiskey, doesn't know how to operate a hand pump, and is a

terrible shot. Fortunately for him he has neighbors who help him out because they knew his father

and brother.I actually will buy the third book in the series when it comes out.

Another enjoyable Read! I'm looking forward to Book #3!!!The Challenge to survive is difficult

enough, then to have outsiders wanting what you have, willing to murder you for it, Yikes!!!For a guy

with no skills, he had help to learn what needed to be done & how to survive. Now it's Bob's turn to

save the people he has come to Love.Things we take for granted.

What a find! e a lake has instantly become one of my favorites. I put this two novel set among my

top ten dystopian fiction works I've read, along with On the Beach, One Second After, The Road,

The Book of Eli, A Canticle for Liebowitz to mention a few. Very well done by creating a realistic

setting mixed with the inevitable highs and lows of human kind.

After several years, the clueless Bob is still alive and most of his friends. So, far he has not really

reached out to neighbors beyond his group or taken time to see what he can use from abandon

homes nearby. Maybe he will learn to ban together with some and fight back the few who are trying

to take over my killing, imprisonment and slavery.

I enjoyed this book. What would a WbOP? I enjoyed this as much as the first. Gives me a lot to think

about. Not sure where the food for the horses comes from during the long winters. Looking forward

to #3

I read several reviews that sad the author didn't know how to use the word "seen" and that the

dialogue sucked. It was DIALOGUE! It isn't normal in America to have everyone speak the Queen's

or that stiff upper lip crap from the romance genre.What is normal s to have back woods folks who

DJT give two s***s about what people think of their use of English.I invite readers to step out of their

idealistic worldview and accept that ain't everyone got perfect grammar and diction!The realism of

the struggles are refreshing. I hope that there doesn't end up being a super well stocked nuke proof

bunker with machine guns and hand grenades. I am sick of this genre falling prey to the easy way

for the characters.Death, pain, strife, and constant struggle against nature, fellow man, and

themselves. That is more realistic. Just like having a fifteen year old get pregnant at the worst

possible time, and secretly bent in love with the 27 year old protagonist. S*** happens precisely that



way in chaotic situations.

Wonderful story line. Not your typical setting for these type of books. The characters are somewhat

more believable than in most other books, and you rally care about then except when they are

acting really stupid or unrealistically. Still, their ability to almost superhumanly accomplish the near

impossible while struggling with with the mundane gets a bit tiresome. My only real critisicm that is

always hard to digest is due to the authors ignorance of firearms. This is becoming more the norm in

today's America. Example, no one in the backwoods has a decent shotgun or deer rifle. Also, the

group is so poorly armed but what happened to the firearms from the bad people they had run-ins

with? Also, why in all these types books are the bad guys encountered, so often universally armed

with, take your pick, 1911's, glocks, AK47s, M4s, even grenade launchers, where does anyone

realistically think these could be fournd in quantity, meanwhile our heroes can't seem to lay their

hand's on a couple simple revolvers or a 30-06, or eve.n a 243. Overall fun story though

Fantastic story! Excellent character development, and, unlike so many others of this genre, a

believable story line. One of the first stories I've read that aren't set in a warm climate, or have a

"retired navy seal, weapons expert, paramedic, prepper extraordinaire" as the main character. I'm

looking forward to the next installment.
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